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The  Brownies’  Books  are  comprised  of  stories  (folktales,  fantasies,  as well  as more  realistic 
stories), poems, games, articles on current events of the era,  letters from young readers and 
photographs.  In  1920,  these  literary magazines  celebrated  African  American  identity,  urged 
racial pride, and encouraged its young readers to aspire to positions of leadership within their 
communities. The books are intended to be read with other members of the family. Many of 
the life lessons taught in the books are applicable to the uplift of young people of all races today.  

The office of CLRI, has chosen literary works from the Brownies’ 
Books, edited by renowned scholar, W.E.B. Du Bois, for you and 
your child’s reading pleasure. Each literary work has standards‐
aligned  reading,  writing,  and  critical  thinking  activities  to 
supplement  core‐curriculum  reading  materials.  The  Brownies’ 
Books are written by diverse authors, and particularly, authors of 
African American descent. According to historical literacy expert, 
Dr.  Gholdy  Muhammad,  citing  W.E.B.  Du  Bois,  the  Brownies’ 
Books  are  “designed  for  all  children,  but  especially  for  ours.” 
Moreover,  “the  content  of  the  readings  was  intended  to 
recognize  and  cultivate  the genius within  youth”  (Muhammad, 
2020, p.152). Please be  informed that the Brownies’ Books are 
historical  documents  that  use  period  language  and  phrases 
common during  the 1920s  era. While we have maintained  the 
authenticity  of  this  literature,  please  understand  some  of  the 
dialects  are  not  common  terms  or  phrases  that  are widely  used  today.  The  text  represents 
people  of  color  in  a  positive  light  dispelling  falsehood  and  stereotypes.  Please  enjoy  these 
historically and culturally responsive stories. 

 

More stories can be found here: http://childlit.unl.edu/topics/edi.brownies.html 

The following stories can be read independently or aloud with families. 
Complete activities and questions under each story. 
 

America’s First Martyr-Patriot 
Children of the Sun 
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AMERICA’S FIRST MARTYR-PATRIOT 
A TRUE STORY 
BROWNIES’ BOOK- JULY 1920, W.E.B. DU BOIS, EDITOR 

Almost every land boasts of some man who has particularly distinguished himself in the 
service of his country. Sweden has its Gustavus Adolphus, Italy its Garibaldi, Poland its 
Kosciusko and America its Crispus Attucks.  

Long ago when these United States were still a part of the British 
Empire and were known as "colonial possessions", a revolt broke out 
on the part of the colonists against the mother country. English 
soldiers who were guarding the province of New England—as it was 
then known—conducted themselves with such arrogance and 
swagger that finally the "colonials" could stand it no longer. So one 
never‐to‐be‐forgotten day, the 5th of March, 1770, a small band of 
citizens made an attack on some British soldiers who were marching 
through State Street, Boston, and the affray which has come down to 
us under the name of the "Boston Massacre" took place. 

The leader of this band was Crispus Attucks. He was a tall, splendidly‐built fellow, and must 
have been very impressive as he rushed with his handful of men pell‐mell into the armed 
opposition. He knew only too well how precious a thing is freedom and how no sacrifice is too 
much for its purchase. For Attucks had been a slave and perhaps still was at this date, though a 
runaway one. Of this we cannot be sure, for history goes blank at this point, but in any event 
twenty years earlier in 1750 this advertisement had occurred in The Boston Gazette or Weekly 
Journal: 
 
"Ran away from his master, William Brown of Framingham, on the 30th of September last, a 
Molatto Fellow, about 27 Years of Age, named Crispas, 6 Feet 2 Inches high, short curl'd Hair, 
his Knees nearer together than common; had on a light colour'd Bear‐skin. Coat, plain brown 
Fustain Jacket, or brown all‐Wool one, new Buck‐skin Breeches, blue Yarn Stockings, and a 
checked woolen Shirt. 
"Whoever shall take up said Run‐away, and convey him to his above‐said Master, shall have 
ten Pounds, old Tenor Reward, and all necessary Charges paid. And all Masters of Vessel and 
others, are hereby cautioned against concealing or carrying off said Servant on penalty of the 
Law. Boston, October 2, 1750." 



What had Attucks done in those twenty long years? Certainly whatever else his interests he 
must have spent some time dwelling on the relationship existing between England and the 
American colonies. Perhaps he was imaginative enough to feel that if England were so 
despotic in her treatment now of her colonies, she would be a worse task‐mistress than ever 
as the years rolled by and her authority became more secure. If he had spent his time near 
Boston, which seems likely, he may have heard the eloquent and fearless assertions of James 
Otis on the rights of the colonists. 

That he was deeply interested in political affairs is shown by this letter which he wrote long 
before the date of the Boston Massacre to Thomas Hutchinson, Governor of the Province. 

Sir: 
You will hear from us with astonishment. You ought to hear from us with horror. You are 
chargeable before God and man, with our blood. The soldiers were but passive instruments, 
mere machines; neither moral nor voluntary agents in our destruction, more than the leaden 
pellets with which we were wounded. You were a free agent. You acted, coolly, deliberately, 
with all that premeditated malice, not against us in particular, but against the people in 
general, which, in the sight of the law, is an ingredient in the composition of murder. You will 
hear further from us hereafter. 
CRISPUS ATTUCKS. 

Whatever his preparation he was ready on that fateful fifth of March to offer himself up to the 
holy cause of liberty. At the head of his little host he flung himself on the soldiers of the 
oppressors shouting: "The way to get rid of these soldiers is to attack the main‐guard; strike at 
the root; this is the nest!" 

We are used to terrible descriptions of warfare on a huge plane in these days, but the scene 
that followed in that quiet street still brings a thrill of horror. For the enraged British soldiers 
answered the blows and missiles of the American patriots with a deadly shower of bullets. 
Down fell Crispus Attucks mortally wounded, the first American to die for his Fatherland. And 
with him fell Samuel Gray and Jonas Caldwell. Afterwards Patrick Carr and Samuel Maverick 
died also as a result of their wounds received in the fray. 

The cost of patriotism had come high. 

All down the street, doors and windows flew open. The alarm bells rang and people rushed to 
the scene from all directions. The bodies of Attucks and Caldwell were carried to Faneuil Hall 
and laid in state. The other dead and dying were carried to their homes and buried thence. But 
Attucks and Caldwell, being strangers in the city, were buried from the hall where they had 
lain. A long procession attended them as a token of respect and appreciation. These two and 
Gray and Maverick were buried in the same grave and over them was reared a stone on which 
the inscription read: 



"Long as in Freedom's cause the wise contend, Dear to your country shall your fame extend ; 
While to the world the lettered stone shall tell Where Caldwell, Attucks, Gray and Maverick 
fell." 

Many years later Boston showed afresh her appreciation of Attucks in the shape of a new 
monument which she raised to his memory on Boston Common. 

What patriot of any time has done a 
nobler deed than that of Attucks? Dulce 
et decorum est pro patria mori, says the 
Roman proverb. "It is a sweet and fitting 
thing to die for one's country." That is 
true and many have done it. But to die 
as Attucks did for a country which while 
seeking its own freedom, yet denied 
his—such an act calls for the highest 
type of patriotism. I like to think that as 
his courage was high, so was his faith so 
abounding that he must have believed 
that America one day would come to realize and put into practice what one of her great 
statesmen said one famous fourth of July: 
"All men are born free and equal." 

 

 

 
  



READING, WRITING, AND CRITICAL ANALYSIS ACTIVITIES: 

VOCABULARY:  

Convey 
-To take or carry (someone or something 
from one place to another; to make 
something known to someone 

Swagger 
-A way of walking or behaving that 
shows you have a lot of confidence 

Despotic 
-A ruler who has total power and who 
often used that power in cruel and unfair 
ways 

Chargeable 
-Able to be charged (as a crime) 

Passive 
-Used to describe someone who allows 
things to happen or who accepts what 
other people do or decide without trying to 
change anything 

Voluntary 
-Something done or given by choice; 
doing work without the expectation 
of getting paid 

Affray 
-A noisy fight between two or more 
people in a public place 

Eloquent 
-Having or showing the ability to use 
language clearly and effectively 

Fray 
-A fight, struggle, or disagreement that 
involves many people 

Fateful 
-Having important results 

Proverb 
-A short popular saying that gives advice 
about how people should live or that 
expresses a belief that is generally thought 
to be true 

Decorum 
-Correct or proper behavior that 
shows respect and good manners 

 
  



 
1. Choose two vocabulary words to complete the Frayer models below for. 

 

 
 

 

  



2. The gist is what the text is mostly about. In one paragraph of 2-3 sentences, 
write a basic summary of the story. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  



3. SHORT RESPONSE: Watch the Crispus Attucks movie for extended 
comprehension.  Write about a time when you advocated for social justice.  
Who were your allies?  What was your cause? What were the results?   
Movie link:  https://vimeo.com/202121320 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



4. ESSAY: Research one of the following allies of Crispus Attucks and explain 
their role as abolitionists and their commitment in fighting for justice. What 
other contributions did they make towards social justice?  Please use one of 
the following allies: Samuel Gray, Jonas Caldwell, Patrick Carr, Samuel 
Maverick. 
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CHILDREN OF THE SUN 
BROWNIES BOOK- May 1920, W.E.B. DUBOIS, EDITOR 

MADELINE G. ALLISON 
 

Dear little girl of tender years, 

Born of a race with haunting fears,— 

Cry not nor sigh for wrongs done you, 

Your cloud has silv'ry lining, too. 

 

Dear little son, be not in gloom, 

For fears this world has no more room; 

God in His wisdom gave you hue 

Of which He's proud—yes, proud of you! 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



VOCABULARY:  

Imagery  
-visually descriptive or figurative 
language 

Haunting 
-difficult to ignore or forget 

Hue 
-a color or shade 

Sigh 
-a long, deep sounding exhale 
expressing sadness, relief, tiredness, or 
a similar feeling 

 
 

Choose two words to complete the Frayer models below. 

 
 



 

 

READING, WRITING AND CRITICAL ANALYSIS ACTIVITIES: 

1. The gist is what the text is mostly about. In 2 - 3 sentences, write a basic 
summary of the poem. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 



2. The author’s choice of words leaves it up to the reader to make meaning--their 
own interpretation. Break down each line of the poem, interpreting it into your 
own words. 
 

Author’s Words Your Interpretation 

DEAR little girl of tender 
years, 

Example: 
The little girl is at an age where she is easily influenced by 
others. She’s at a sensitive stage in her development. 

Born of a race with haunting 
fears,— 

 

Cry not nor sigh for wrongs 
done you, 

 

Your cloud has silv'ry lining, 
too. 

 

Dear little son, be not in 
gloom, 

 

God in His Wisdom gave you 
hue 

 

Of which He's proud—yes, 
proud of you! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3. Research the Tulsa Race Riot of 1921, text is below or follow this link: 
http://www1.assumption.edu/ahc/raceriots/WhiteTulsa,%201921%20(2).html  
 
Using your research and the poem, in at least 500 words, respond to the 
questions below. Use evidence from both texts to support your response. Cite 
your research resource (if using one different from the above). 

 Why do you think the poem is titled “Children of the Sun”? 
 How does the author offer optimism, hope and upliftment during a time 

of racial tension, violence and social injustice? 
 Describe connections that can be made between the poem “Children of 

the Sun” and the Tulsa Race Riot of 1921 (reference to both texts should 
be used in response). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Eruption of Tulsa 

by WALTER F. WHITE 

A hysterical white girl related that a nineteen-year-old colored boy attempted to assault 
her in the public elevator of a public office building of a thriving town of 100,000 in open 
daylight. Without pausing to find out whether or not the story was true, without bothering 
with the slight detail of investigating the character of the woman who made the outcry (as 
a matter of fact, she was of exceedingly doubtful reputation), a mob of 100-per-cent 
Americans set forth on a wild rampage that cost the lives of fifty white men; of between 
150 and 200 colored men, women and children; the destruction by fire of $1,500,000 
worth of property; the looting of many homes; and everlasting damage to the reputation of 
the city of Tulsa and the State of Oklahoma. 

This, in brief, is the story of the eruption of Tulsa on the night of May 31 and the morning 
of June 1. One could travel far and find few cities where the likelihood of trouble between 
the races was as little thought of as in Tulsa. Her reign of terror stands as a grim reminder 
of the grip mob violence has on the throat of America, and the ever-present possibility of 
devastating race conflicts where least expected. 

Tulsa is a thriving, bustling, enormously wealthy town of between 90,000 and 100,000. In 
1910 it was the home of 18,182 souls, a dead and hopeless outlook ahead. Then oil was 
discovered. The town grew amazingly. On December 29, 1920, it had bank deposits 
totaling $65,449,985.90; almost $1,000 per capita when compared with the Federal 
Census figures of 1920, which gave Tulsa 72,075. The town lies in the center of the oil 
region and many are the stories told of the making of fabulous fortunes by men who were 
operating on a shoe-string. Some of the stories rival those of the "forty-niners" in 
California. The town has a number of modern office buildings, many beautiful homes, 
miles of clean, well-paved streets, and aggressive and progressive businessmen who well 
exemplify Tulsa's motto of "The City with a Personality." 

So much for the setting. What are the causes of the race riot that occurred in such a 
place? 

First, the Negro in Oklahoma has shared in the sudden prosperity that has come to many 
of his white brothers, and there are some colored men there who are wealthy. This fact 
has caused a bitter resentment on the part of the lower order of whites, who feel that 
these colored men, members of an "inferior race," are exceedingly presumptuous in 
achieving greater economic prosperity than they who are members of a divinely ordered 
superior race. There are at least three colored persons in Oklahoma who are worth a 
million dollars each; J.W. Thompson of Clearview is worth $500,000; there are a number 
of men and women worth $100,000; and many whose possessions are valued at $25,000 
and $50,000 each. This was particularly true of Tulsa, where there were two colored men 
worth $150,000 each; two worth $100,000; three $50,000; and four who were assessed at 
$25,000. In one case where a colored man owned and operated a printing plant with 
$25,000 worth of printing machinery in it, the leader of a mob that set fire to and destroyed 



the plant was a linotype operator employed for years by the colored owner at $48 per 
week. The white man was killed while attacking the plant. Oklahoma is largely populated 
by pioneers from other States. Some of the white pioneers are former residents of 
Mississippi, Georgia, Tennessee, Texas, and other States more typically Southern than 
Oklahoma. These have brought with them their anti-Negro prejudices. Lethargic and 
unprogressive by nature, it sorely irks them to see Negroes making greater progress than 
they themselves are achieving. 

One of the charges made against the colored men in Tulsa is that they were "radical." 
Questioning the whites more closely regarding the nature of this radicalism, I found it 
means that Negroes were uncompromisingly denouncing "Jim-Crow" cars, lynching, 
peonage; in short, were asking that the Federal constitutional guaranties of "life, liberty, 
and the pursuit of happiness" be given regardless of color. The Negroes of Tulsa and 
other Oklahoma cities are pioneers; men and women who have dared, men and women 
who have had the initiative and the courage to pull up stakes in other less-favored States 
and face hardship in a newer one for the sake of eventual progress. That type is ever less 
ready to submit to insult. Those of the whites who seek to maintain the old white group 
control naturally do not relish seeing Negroes emancipating themselves from the old 
system. 

A third cause was the rotten political conditions in Tulsa. A vice ring was in control of the 
city, allowing open operation of houses of ill fame, of gambling joints, the illegal sale of 
whiskey, the robbing of banks and stores, with hardly a slight possibility of the arrest of the 
criminals, and even less of their conviction. For fourteen years Tulsa has been in the 
absolute control of this element. Most of the better element, and there is a large 
percentage of Tulsans who can properly be classed as such, are interested in making 
money and getting away. They have taken little or no interest in the election of city or 
county officials, leaving it to those whose interest it was to secure officials who would 
protect them in their vice operations. About two months ago the State legislature assigned 
two additional judges to Tulsa County to aid the present two in clearing the badly clogged 
dockets. These judges found more than six thousand cases awaiting trial. Thus in a 
county of approximately 100,000 population, six out of every hundred citizens were under 
indictment for some sort of crime, with little likelihood of trial in any of them. 

Last July a white man by the name of Roy Belton, accused of murdering a taxicab driver, 
was taken from the county jail and lynched. According to the statements of many 
prominent Tulsans, local police officers directed traffic at the scene of the lynching, trying 
to afford every person present an equal chance to view the event. Insurance companies 
refuse to give Tulsa merchants insurance on their stocks; the risk is too great. There have 
been so many automobile thefts that a number of companies have canceled all policies on 
cars in Tulsa. The net result of these conditions was that practically none of the citizens of 
the town, white or colored, had very much respect for the law. 

So much for the general causes. What was the spark that set off the blaze? On Monday, 
May 30, a white girl by the name of Sarah Page, operating an elevator in the Drexel 
Building, stated that Dick Rowland, a nineteen-year-old colored boy, had attempted 



criminally to assault her. Her second story was that the boy had seized her arm as he 
entered the elevator. She screamed. He ran. It was found afterwards that the boy had 
stepped by accident on her foot. It seems never to have occurred to the citizens of Tulsa 
that any sane person attempting criminally to assault a woman would have picked any 
place in the world rather than an open elevator in a public building with scores of people 
within calling distance. The story of the alleged assault was published Tuesday afternoon 
by the Tulsa Tribune, one of the two local newspapers. At four o'clock Commissioner of 
Police J.M. Adkison reported to Sheriff McCullough that there was talk of lynching 
Rowland that night. Chief of Police John A. Gustafson, Captain Wilkerson of the Police 
Department, Edwin F. Barnett, managing editor of the Tulsa Tribune, and numerous other 
citizens all stated that there was talk Tuesday of lynching the boy. 

In the meantime the news of the threatened lynching reached the colored settlement 
where Tulsa's 15,000 colored citizens lived. Remembering how a white man had been 
lynched after being taken from the same jail where the colored boy was now confined, 
they feared that Rowland was in danger. A group of colored men telephoned the sheriff 
and proffered their services in protecting the jail from attack. The sheriff told them that 
they would be called upon if needed. About nine o'clock that night a crowd of white men 
gathered around the jail, numbering about 400 according to Sheriff McCullough. At 9:15 
the report reached "Little Africa" that the mob had stormed the jail. A crowd of twenty-five 
armed Negroes set out immediately, but on reaching the jail found the report untrue. The 
sheriff talked with them, assured them that the boy would not be harmed, and urged them 
to return to their homes. They left, later returning, 75 strong. The sheriff persuaded them 
to leave. As they complied, a white man attempted to disarm one of the colored men. A 
shot was fired, and then--in the words of the sheriff--"all hell broke loose." There was a 
fusillade of shots from both sides and twelve men fell dead--two of them colored, ten 
white. The fighting continued until midnight when the colored men, greatly outnumbered, 
were forced back to their section of the town. 

Around five o'clock Wednesday morning the mob, now numbering more than 10,000, 
made a mass attack on Little Africa. Machine-guns were brought into use; eight 
aeroplanes were employed to spy on the movements of the Negroes and according to 
some were used in bombing the colored section. All that was lacking to make the scene a 
replica of modern "Christian" warfare was poison gas. The colored men and women 
fought gamely in defense of their homes, but the odds were too great. According to the 
statements of onlookers, men in uniform, either home guards or ex-service men or both, 
carried cans of oil into Little Africa, and, after looting the homes, set fire to them. Many are 
the stories of horror told to me--not by colored people--but by white residents. One was 
that of an aged colored couple, saying their evening prayers before retiring in their little 
home on Greenwood Avenue. A mob broke into the house, shot both of the old people in 
the backs of their heads, blowing their brains out and spattering them over the bed, 
pillaged the home, and then set fire to it. 

Another was that of the death of Dr. A.C. Jackson, a colored physician. Dr. Jackson was 
worth $100,000; had been described by the Mayo brothers as "the most able Negro 
surgeon in America"; was respected by white and colored people alike, and was in every 



sense a good citizen. A mob attacked Dr. Jackson's home. He fought in defense of it, his 
wife and children and himself. An officer of the home guards who knew Dr. Jackson came 
up at that time and assured him that if he would surrender he would be protected. This Dr. 
Jackson did. The officer sent him under guard to Convention Hall, where colored people 
were being placed for protection. En route to the hall, disarmed, Dr. Jackson was shot and 
killed in cold blood. The officer who had assured Dr. Jackson of protection stated to me, 
"Dr. Jackson was an able, clean-cut man. He did only what any red-blooded man would 
have done under similar circumstances in defending his home. Dr. Jackson was murdered 
by white ruffians." 

It is highly doubtful if the exact number of casualties will ever be known. The figures 
originally given in the press estimate the number at 100. The number buried by local 
undertakers and given out by city officials is ten white and twenty-one colored. For 
obvious reasons these officials wish to keep the number published as low as possible, but 
the figures obtained in Tulsa are far higher. Fifty whites and between 150 and 200 
Negroes is much nearer the actual number of deaths. Ten whites were killed during the 
first hour of fighting on Tuesday night. Six white men drove into the colored section in a 
car on Wednesday morning and never came out. Thirteen whites were killed between 5:30 
a.m. and 6:30 a.m. Wednesday. O.T. Johnson,commandant of the Tulsa Citadel of the 
Salvation Army, stated that on Wednesday and Thursday the Salvation Army fed thirty-
seven Negroes employed as grave diggers and twenty on Friday and Saturday. During the 
first two days these men dug 120 graves in each of which a dead Negro was buried. No 
coffins were used. The bodies were dumped into the holes and covered over with dirt. 
Added to the number accounted for were numbers of others--men, women, and children--
who were incinerated in the burning houses in the Negro settlement. One story was told 
me by an eye-witness of five colored men trapped in a burning house. Four burned to 
death. A fifth attempted to flee, was shot to death as he emerged from the burning 
structure, and his body was thrown back into the flames. There was an unconfirmed rumor 
afloat in Tulsa of two truck loads of dead Negroes being dumped into the Arkansas River, 
but that story could not be confirmed. 

What is America going to do after such a horrible carnage--one that for sheer brutality and 
murderous anarchy cannot be surpassed by any of the crimes now being charged to the 
Bolsheviki in Russia? How much longer will America allow these pogroms to continue 
unchecked? There is a lesson in the Tulsa affair for every American who fatuously 
believes that Negroes will always be the meek and submissive creatures that 
circumstances have forced them to be during the past three hundred years. Dick Rowland 
was only an ordinary bootblack with no standing in the community. But when his life was 
threatened by a mob of whites, every one of the 15,000 Negroes of Tulsa, rich and poor, 
educated and illiterate, was willing to die to protect Dick Rowland. Perhaps America is 
waiting for a nationwide Tulsa to wake her. Who knows? 

 

 

 



4. As mentioned in question #3, the poem has an optimistic and uplifting 
tone…a message of strength and perseverance despite the wrong in the 
world. Choose one of the three options below to complete. Respond in 
the box below. 
 Create a piece of original artwork that aligns to the poem “Children 

of the Sun”. The visual should represent your translation of the 
poem and what it means to you. 

 Find a song (or write your own) that captures the same message in 
the poem. Name the song title, artist, year the song was released and 
write a brief paragraph (at least 5 sentences) explaining how the 
song connects to the poem. 

 Think of a movie you have seen that has a similar message. Name 
the movie title, year the movie was released and write a brief 
paragraph (at least 5 sentences) explaining how the movie connects 
to the poem. 
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READING, WRITING, AND CRITICAL ANALYSIS ACTIVITIES 

7th Grade 

ARTICLE: EVE L. EWING ON PHILLIS WHEATLEY 

AUTHOR: EVE L. EWING 

Standard: 

 Social Studies Practice – Grade 7 – A2: Identify, select, and evaluate evidence about events from 
diverse sources (including written documents, works of art, photographs, charts and graphs, artifacts, 
oral traditions, and other primary and secondary sources). 

 

PRE-READING ACTIVITY 

VOCABULARY 
Define the following terms. 

 abolitionists 

 barbarian 

 cherub 

 enlightened 

 enslaved 

 metamorphosis 

 publish 

 uncultivated 

 warily 
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DURING-READING ACTIVITY 
Respond to the following prompts. 

Gist Statement – 2-3 sentences that summarizes the text: 

 

3 key words from the poem: 

   

2 quotes that struck me: 

  

1 personal connection I can make with the poem: 

 

 

POST-READING ACTIVITY #1 

 
The 1619 Project uses a mix of historical research, personal reflection, analysis, and creative 
writing to challenge dominant narratives about U.S. history. For this activity, imagine you are 
creating a quote museum, where significant quotes will be displayed in visually appealing 
ways. 

 Identify 2 quotes from the poem that challenge and/or inspire you. 
 Interpret the meaning of each quote in 1-2 sentences. 
 Consider how you want to present each quote visually; you can design a typeface, 

create visual art that interprets the quote, or choose a photograph that illustrates 
what you want readers to consider when they see the quote. 

 Use the provided space on the next two pages to complete this activity. 
 

Source: Pulitzer Center
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Quote #1: 

Interpretation of the quote: 

Visual 
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Quote #2: 

Interpretation of the quote: 

Visual 
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POST-READING ACTIVITY #2 

Read the following poem by Phillis Wheatley. 

 
On Being Brought from Africa to America. 
 
‘Twas mercy brought me from my Pagan land, 
Taught my benighted soul to understand 
That there’s a God, that there’s a Saviour too: 
Once I redemption neither sought nor knew. 
Some view our sable race with scornful eye, 
“Their colour is a diabolic die.” 
Remember, Christians, Negros, black as Cain, 
May be refin’d, and join th’ angelic train. 
 

In a 1-2 paragraph short response, choose 2 questions to respond to: 

 What emotions do you feel? 
 What personal experiences and/or memories do you connect this poem to? 
 How does this poem connect to issues of race today? 
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POST-READING ACTIVITY #3 

CREATIVE RESPONSE 
Choose one of the following to complete: 

 Draw an editorial cartoon or illustration that captures key themes from this poem. 
 Write a poem about a social justice issue that impacts your community today. 
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� �ate 1773: A publishing house in London releases ‘‘Poems on Various Subjects, 
Religious and Moral,’’ by Phillis Wheatley, a 20-year-old enslaved woman in Boston, 
making her the first African-American to publish a book of poetry.

Pretend I wrote this at your grave. 
Pretend the grave is marked. Pretend we know where it is.
Copp’s Hill, say. I have been there and you might be.
Foremother, your name is the boat that brought you. 
Pretend I see it in the stone, with a gruesome cherub.
Children come with thin paper and charcoal to touch you. 
Pretend it drizzles and a man in an ugly plastic poncho
circles the Mathers, all but sniffing the air warily. 
We don’t need to pretend for this part. 
There is a plaque in the grass for Increase, and Cotton. 
And Samuel, dead at 78, final son, who was there
on the day when they came looking for proof. 
Eighteen of them watched you and they signed to say:
           the Poems specified in the following Page, were (as we verily believe) 
          written by Phillis, a young Negro Girl, who was but a few Years since, 
           brought an uncultivated Barbarian from Africa
and the abolitionists cheered at the blow to Kant 
             the Negroes of Africa have by nature no feeling that rises above the trifling
and the enlightened ones bellowed at the strike against Hume
              no ingenious manufacturers amongst them, no arts, no sciences

Pretend I was there with you, Phillis, when you asked in a letter to no one:
How many iambs to be a real human girl?
Which turn of phrase evidences a righteous heart?
If I know of Ovid may I keep my children?

Pretend that on your grave there is a date
and it is so long before my heroes came along to call you a coon
for the praises you sang of your captors
who took you on discount because they assumed you would die
that it never ever hurt your feelings.
Or pretend you did not love America.
Phillis, I would like to think that after you were released unto the world, 
when they jailed your husband for his debts
and you lay in the maid’s quarters at night, 
a free and poor woman with your last living boy, 
that you thought of the Metamorphoses, 
making the sign of Arachne in the tangle of your fingers.
And here, after all, lay the proof: 
The man in the plastic runs a thumb over stone. The gray is slick and tough.
 Phillis Wheatley: thirty-one. Had misery enough. 

�y �ve �. �wing
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